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Introduction
The Protocol for Review of Instructional Materials for ELLs (PRIME) has been developed by World-Class
Instructional Design and Assessment (WIDA) to assist educators and publishers in examining the representation of key
elements of the WIDA English language proficiency standards in their materials.
The intent of this review is for users to identify the ways in which elements of the WIDA English Language Proficiency
Standards, 2007 Edition, PreKindergarten through Grade 12 are represented in instructional materials. These materials
vary from core or supplemental texts to DVDs to software programs; however, it is assumed that they all seek to
provide teachers with standards-based references to use with English language learners in diverse settings across the
United States.
The Protocol for Review of Instructional Materials for ELLs (PRIME) is not an evaluative tool aimed to judge the
effectiveness of published materials using the WIDA English Language Proficiency (ELP) Standards. The goal of the
Protocol for Review of Instructional Materials for ELLs (PRIME) is twofold:
• to assist educators in making informed decisions in selecting instructional materials for programs serving
English language learners and
• to aid publishers and correlators in developing materials and communicating how their materials address
key elements of the WIDA English Language Proficiency Standards

Organization
The Protocol for Review of Instructional Materials for ELLs (PRIME) is organized into two parts that together are
intended to provide information about instructional materials in each of 14 criteria. Part 1 contains information about
the materials that are to be reviewed. Part 2 is the protocol used for the review of instructional materials and includes
space for page number examples and responses to the questions. An Appendix at the end of the document provides
definitions of the categories included in the PRIME correlation.
Please note that the questions contained in this form are identical to those in the completed correlations on our website.

Directions for completing the Protocol for Review of Instructional
Materials for ELLs (PRIME) inventory:
STEP 1:
STEP 2:
STEP 3:

Complete information about materials being reviewed.
Respond to the “Yes/No” questions about the presence of the criteria in the materials.
Provide justification to support your “Yes” responses. (Note: If additional explanation for
“No” answers is relevant to readers’ understanding of the materials, this may also be included.)
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Organization of the WIDA English Language Proficiency
Standards In Relation to the Protocol for Review of
Instructional Materials for ELLs
The 14 PRIME criteria are in BOLD below.

I. Performance Definitions
(Criteria that shape the ELP Standards)

II. English Language
Proficiency Standards

III. Levels of English
Language Proficiency
(Entering, Beginning, Developing,

IA.
IB.
IC.

Linguistic Complexity
Vocabulary Usage
Language Control/Conventions

IIA.

Presence of WIDA ELP Standards

IIB.

Representation of Language Domains
(Listening, Speaking, Reading, Writing)

IIIA. Differentiation of Language
IIIB. Scaffolding Language Development

Expanding, Bridging)

IV. Strands of Model
Performance Indicators

IVA. Language Functions
• Attached to Context
• Higher Order Thinking
IVB. Content Stem
• Coverage and Specificity of Example Topics
• Accessibility to Grade Level Content
IVC. Instructional Supports
• Sensory Support
• Graphic Support
• Interactive Support
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Part 1: Information About Materials
English Language Test for International Students (ELTiS)
Publication Title(s):____________________________________________________________________________

Ballard &Tighe
Publisher:____________________________________________________________________________________
English Language Test for International Students Listening and Reading
Materials/ Program to be Reviewed:________________________________________________________________

Tests, Audio Tracks, & The ELTiS Examiners Manual- The examples in this
Tools of Instruction included in this review:__Student
________________________________________________________

Student Exchange Organizations, Classroom Teachers, Content Specialists, and Language Teac

Intended Teacher Audiences:_____________________________________________________________________
Grades 9-12

Intended Student Audiences:_____________________________________________________________________
Summative and Formative

WIDA Framework(s) considered:__________________________________________________________________
Listening, Speaking, Reading & Writing

Language domains addressed in material:____________________________________________________________

Social and Instructional Language and the Language of Language Arts

WIDA English Language Proficiency Standards addressed:______________________________________________

3-5
WIDA language proficiency levels included:__Levels
________________________________________________________
www.eltistest.com

Most Recently Published Edition or Website:_________________________________________________________
In the space below explain the focus or intended use of the materials.
The ELTiS evaluates students’ ability to comprehend academic English, which is defined as English used in
secondary school classrooms in the United States in the service of learning. The scores can therefore be used
to evaluate prospective international exchange students’ ability to understand spoken and written language in
secondary classrooms in the United States. These scores may also be used to place students in English
language development programs and to evaluate their proficiency upon completing such programs.
It is important to note that the ELTiS is not a measure of achievement in content area learning such as
mathematics or history, or of a student’s ability to deal with the various social and psychological factors
associated with student exchange programs. The scores provide information about ability to comprehend
English in school contexts.
The ELTiS is based on a comprehensive research program that helped identify the English language
demands in United States classrooms. The program started with a literature review to identify published
research related to English learners studying in mainstream classrooms and to identify areas needing further
study. In addition, the team organized an Advisory Board, comprised of leading scholars in the fields of
second language acquisition, language testing, education, and psychometrics. The members of the Advisory
Board played a critical role in shaping and directing the research effort.
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Part 2: PRIME Correlation Tool
I. PERFORMANCE DEFINITIONS
		

IA. Linguistic Complexity (the amount and quality of speech or writing)
Yes

No

✔
q

q

A. Do the instructional materials take into account linguistic complexity for language learners?

✔
q

q

B. Do the instructional materials address linguistic complexity for all of the targeted
proficiency levels?

✔
q

q

C. Is linguistic complexity systematically addressed, in multiple lessons, chapters, or units, in
the materials?

Justification: In the box below provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” response
for this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.

A. English Language Test for International Students (ELTiS) takes into account linguistic
complexity at the word and sentence level for the targeted levels of language learners. The
ELTiS assesses social and academic language proficiency in both reading and listening. The
listening portion of the test centers around language used in classroom dialogue, following
classroom directions, academic lectures, and mathematical language. It is delivered and
guided by an audio CD that leaves ample time for students to answer each question. The
reading section tests general vocabulary, the ability to read graphs, and read a range of
academic texts. Test questions are phrased in sentences and skills targeted include main
idea, details, and vocabulary in context. See more at:www.eltistest.com.
B. The ELTiS testing materials address linguistic complexity for all targeted proficiency levels.
Some listening content is supported with visuals that assist comprehension of the correct
answer. Audio is supported with written instructions, and the dialogues are paced for easy
comprehension. Additional adaptive materials are available and include large print tests and
examiners manuals, listening CD's with lengthened response time, and a braille test book.
C. ELTiS assesses English language proficiency, so each test question requires students to
demonstrate and practice linguistic complexity. Students are presented with an audio and
visual or a text to read, and must interpret the meaning to answer the questions correctly.
Question complexity ranges from simple vocabulary assessments, to interpretation of a
reading passage. The examples in this correlation are from the ELTiS sample test and can be
viewed at http://www.ballard-tighe.com/csiet/ELTiSsampleTest.pdf. See the following
examples:
Sample Test, p. 17: What is the main purpose of this passage?
A. to explain the difference between coalition and grassroots lobbying B. to describe the
purpose of special interest groups and lobbyists C. to compare lobbying with bribery
D. to describe the types of organized groups in the United States
Sample Test, p. 12: The university will ____ Tomoko's grades and test scores and then
decide if she will be admitted.
A. assume B. evaluate C. generalize D. demote
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IB. Vocabulary Usage (specificity of words, from general to specific to technical)
Yes

No

✔
q

q

A. Is vocabulary usage represented as words, phrases, and expressions in context?

✔
q

q

B. Is vocabulary usage addressed in the materials for all of the targeted levels of proficiency?

✔
q

q

C. Are general, specific, and technical language usage systematically presented 			
throughout the materials?

Justification: In the box below provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” response
for this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.

A. Throughout the assessment, ELTiS presents vocabulary in words, phrases, and
expressions in context. Language and vocabulary presented within the tests were chosen by
experienced teachers and researchers who analyzed textbooks and statewide achievement
tests to understand the types of written materials ELLs have to use and comprehend in
mainstream content classes. For more information see www.eltistest.com/research/
testdevelopment. These vocabulary terms and language skills are then tested in reading and
listening based assessments. Vocabulary is presented within the context of the text or audio
content. In these sections, the student reads or listens to a passage and then is tested on
their vocabulary comprehension. In addition, the reading section of the test includes a section
that specifically tests vocabulary. These questions are fill in the bank, and sentences utilize
contextual clues to assist comprehension.
See this example in the Sample test on page 12:
The patterns in ancient cave paintings are evidence of early mathematics.
A. geometric B. organic C. invisible D. tranquil
B. Vocabulary usage is made accessible to all targeted proficiency levels throughout the
tests. Audio assessments are presented with visual supports that help to explain the scenario
and language in question. The administration of the Reading Test can be given in one of two
different ways depending on the English proficiency level of the examiner. It can be guided by
an audio CD or it can be guided by the examiner, who follows a test administration script in
the Examiner’s Manual.
C. General, specific, and technical language usage are systematically assessed
throughout ELTiS. This includes language used in classroom dialogue, following classroom
directions, academic lectures, and mathematical language. The reading section tests general
and academic vocabulary by interpreting a range of academic texts.
See a representative examples of how vocabulary is tested in the ELTiS:
Sample test, p. 12:
During the 1500s, the Aztecs gradually _____ to central Mexico where they built their capital
city, Tenochtitlan.
A. oriented B. removed C. permeated D. migrated
Example Question Type from Reading Test:
What is the meaning of the word [word deleted for security reasons] in this passage?
A. being xxxx, B. being xxxx, C. being xxxx, D being xxxx.
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IC. Language Control/Conventions (comprehensibility of language)
Yes

No

✔
q

q

A. Are opportunities to demonstrate language control presented in the materials?

✔
q

q

B. Do opportunities to demonstrate language control correspond to all targeted levels of
language proficiency?

✔
q

q

C. Are opportunities to demonstrate language control systematically presented in the
materials in multiple chapters, lessons, or units?

Justification: In the box below provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” response
for this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.

A. ELTiS not designed to teach new language, but to accurately test the English language
proficiency of the student. The ELTiS evaluates prospective international exchange students’
ability to understand spoken and written language in secondary classrooms in the United
States. The assessment provides the opportunity for students to demonstrate language
control at the sentence level throughout the test. ELTiS tests academic language knowledge
like following classroom instructions, following classroom dialogue, mathematical language,
language commonly used in tests and lectures, and reading comprehension using a range of
academics texts. All questions are multiple choice, and measure literal comprehension as
well as inferential.
B. Language control is made accessible to all targeted proficiency levels throughout the tests.
Audio assessments are presented with visual supports that help to explain the language and
classroom scenario in question. Audio is easy to understand, paced appropriately, and the
mathematical comprehension questions are repeated twice before the student is expected to
respond. The administration of the reading test can be given in one of two different ways
depending on the English proficiency level of the examiner. It can be guided by an audio CD
or it can be guided by the examiner, who follows a test administration script in this Examiner’s
Manual.
C. Opportunities to demonstrate language control are made available in every question. Even
in the math comprehension section, demonstration of language is of the foremost importance
rather than solving a problem. The solution to the problem is given, and the student chooses
the answer that expresses the solution. See representative directions within the test that
describe the language assessment activities:
Sample test, p. 4: DIRECTIONS: In this part of the test, you will hear several math word
problems. You will hear each word problem two times. After you hear each word problem,
look at the three expressions and choose the one that matches the word problem you heard.
Then fill in the correct circle on your answer sheet.
Sample test, p. 6: DIRECTIONS: In this part of the test, you will hear conversations between
a teacher and a student in a class. After you hear each conversation, you will answer some
questions about what you heard. Fill in the correct circle on your answer sheet.
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II. ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY (ELP) STANDARDS
IIA. Presence of WIDA English Language Proficiency Standards
Yes

No

✔
q

q

A. Are social and instructional language and one or more of the remaining WIDA Standards
(the language of Language Arts, of Mathematics, of Science, and of Social Studies) present
in the materials?

✔
q

q

B. Do the materials systematically integrate Social and Instructional Language and the
language of the targeted content area(s)?

Justification: In the box below provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” response
for this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.

A. Social and instructional language and the language of Language Arts and Mathematics
are the dominant standards represented in the ELTiS. Content was derived from academic
materials and classroom language that ELLs have to understand in mainstream content
classes. When developing the program, research included language found in a range of
content areas like language arts/reading, science, math, and social studies. Social and
instructional language is represented in the sections that assess comprehension of
classroom directions, dialogue, lectures, and language found in state and national tests.
The mathematical comprehension section, found in the listening portion of the test,
measures the students’ ability to understand word problems and common math vocabulary.
The focus is not on the student solving the problem, but rather understanding how the
solution is represented in a mathematical expression. The speaker on the CD describes a
problem and then explains the solution. Students then choose, in a multiple choice format,
the expression that matches the solution. Language Arts skills are presented in the reading
and listening sections of the tests. In the reading portion, students demonstrate the ability to
comprehend a range of texts including graphs. It is important to note that ELTiS does not
test achievement in any content area, but rather social and academic language need to
succeed in an American classroom.
B. Social and instructional language is integrated into each section of the listening and
reading test. ELTiS test the students ability to understand classroom dialogue and
instructions in the listening section. It judges how well the student comprehends classroom
directions and academic conversation. Instructions are repeated in each section and are
often supported with audio. Visit the website at www.eltistest.com to take a small sample
test that clearly presents the testing sections, types of questions, and social and
instructional language used throughout the test.
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IIB. Representation of Language Domains
Yes

No

✔
q

q

A. Are the language domains (listening, speaking, reading, and writing) targeted in the materials?

✔
q

q

B. Are the targeted language domains presented within the context of language 			
proficiency levels?

✔
q

q

C. Are the targeted language domains systematically integrated throughout the materials?

Justification: In the box below provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” response for
this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.

A. The language domains of listening/speaking, reading, and writing are all targeted in the
ELTiS. The main goal of the assessment is to judge if students understand spoken and
written language in American secondary classes. The test contains listening and reading
sections. The listening section is administered through an audio CD in which instructions
and content including dialogue are spoken. Answers are presented in a written format with
multiple choice answers. The reading section covers a range of academic fiction and
nonfiction genres. After reading the passage, students demonstrate skills like finding the
main idea, interpreting vocabulary in context, and summarizing. Graphic literacy is also
assessed in the reading section. For example, graphs or tables present data that the student
must interpret.
B. ElTiS includes supports that assist comprehension of content. For example, audio
assessments are presented with graphic supports like illustrations that help to explain the
scenario and language in question. In the reading section, important vocabulary and ideas
are underlined. This support helps students as they read, and also to find the information
again to answer a question.
C. The language domains are presented systematically in ELTiS. The listening portion
judges how well the student can interpret academic language within content like following
classroom instructions or interpreting classroom dialogue. The reading section tests how
well the student can understand written academic language. The website www.eltistest.com
contains further information about test components, the test blueprint, and a sample test that
shows how the language domains are presented in each section.
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III.

LEVELS OF LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY
IIIA. Differentiation of Language (for ELP levels)
Yes

No

✔
q

q

A. Do the materials differentiate between the language proficiency levels?

✔
q

q

B. Is differentiation of language proficiency developmentally and linguistically appropriate
for the designated language levels?

✔
q

q

C. Is differentiation of language systematically addressed throughout the materials?

Justification: In the box below provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes”
response for this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.

A. The ELTiS provides methods in which to differentiate content for various proficiency
levels. The administration of the reading test can be given in one of two different ways
depending on the English proficiency level of the examiner. It can be guided by an audio CD
or it can be guided by the examiner, who follows a test administration script in the
Examiner’s Manual. The listening section of the test includes embedded supports that help
comprehension. For example, each mathematical comprehension question is repeated twice
and graphic supports like illustrations help to explain the classroom instructions in question.
Adapted materials which include a CD with longer response times is also available for
examiners, but are only used for students whom use adapted materials in their regular
classroom. However it is worth noting that the assessment is not meant to teach skills and
make them accessible to all test takers, but to judge the students readiness to participate
within an American classroom.
B. The language assessed is developmentally and linguistically appropriate for ELL students
wanting to enter secondary schools in the United States. Differentiation of content is suitable
for an assessment of this type. It provides instructional supports without compromising the
goal of assessing language proficiency.
C. The differentiation of language found in ELTiS is systematically presented. For example,
the audio CD provides repetition and allows for ample response times in each and every
question. View the sample test on the ELTiS website at www.eltistest.com to view the visual
and audio supports described in part A.
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IIIB. Scaffolding Language Development (from ELP level to ELP level)
Yes

No

✔
q

q

A. Do the materials provide scaffolding supports for students to advance within a 		
proficiency level?

✔
q

q

B. Do the materials provide scaffolding supports for students to progress from one 		
proficiency level to the next?

✔
q

q

C. Are scaffolding supports presented systematically throughout the materials?

Justification: In the box below provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes”
response for this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.

A. The goal of ELTiS is to assess language proficiency, and not to teach content. However,
ElTiS provides scaffolding supports to assist comprehension of content throughout the
assessment. The listening CD contains audio that is easy to understand, paced slowly, and
math comprehension questions are repeated twice. In the Follow Classroom Directions
section of the listening assessment, illustrations support audio content. Illustrations clearly
depict the classroom scenario, like a math teacher lecturing in front of a board full of
equations. In the reading section, important ideas and tested vocabulary are underlined in
the academic text. This calls attention to the important ideas/vocabulary when the student
reads the passage, as well as assisting re-reading to search for answers. In addition,
accommodated materials like large font test booklets audio CD's that allow extra answer
time are available. See www.eltistest.com for more information.
B. The scaffolding supports described in part A help students to progress in language
proficiency. The test is designed to be easily understood, and the audio, graphic, and visual
supports work to make all content accessible to the targeted proficiency levels.
C. Supports are found systematically throughout the assessment. Visit the practice test at
the www.eltistest.com to listen to the easy pace and repetition in the listening section. See
the following examples:
Sample test, p. 2: Illustrations support the audio assessment.
Form 1, p. 16: (This example is taken from the actual test.) Important ideas and vocabulary
are underlined.
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IV. Strands of Model Performance Indicators
Iva. Language Functions
Yes No
Context
✔ q
q
A. Do the materials include a range of language functions?
✔
q

q

✔
q

q

B. Do the language functions attach to a context (i.e. are they incorporated into a
communicative goal or activity)?
C. Are language functions presented comprehensively to support the progression of
language development?

Justification: In the box below provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes”
response for this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.

A. The ELTiS assesses the English language proficiency of secondary students in both
social and academic language. The assessment mostly focuses on academic language
including school vocabulary and subject-specific language. WIDA defined language
functions like determine, compare, and explain are found throughout the instructional
language in the ELTiS. School vocabulary and management language focuses on following
directions, describing situations, and demonstrating comprehension of words and phrases
that relate to school activities. In both the reading and listening section of the test, content
specific and academic language skills are assessed. For example, students read a passage
and answer question that use skills like finding the main idea, compare and contrast, and
interpretation of abstract ideas.
B. Language functions are used widely in the instructional language and application of
content throughout the assessment. The language functions described in part A focus
around a specific language activity like mathematical comprehension, following classroom
directions, understanding classroom dialogue, or reading a graph.
C. The progression of language development is supported comprehensively by language
functions throughout the ELTiS. Items ask students to identify the appropriate explanation of
a concept, the justification for a solution, or author's intent in word choice, for example.
Sample test, p. 7:
What is the reason for his choice?
A. He wants to go where others have gone. B. He wants to be different.
C. He knows which road is better
Sample test, p. 17:
Unlike coalition lobbying, grassroots lobbying _______.
A. encourages individual citizens to contact members of Congress B. is illegal
C. involves several special interest groups D. does not involve members of Congress
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Yes

No

✔
q

q

✔
q

q

Higher Order Thinking
D. Are opportunities to engage in higher order thinking present for students of various levels
of English language proficiency?
E. Are opportunities for engaging in higher order thinking systematically addressed in the
materials?

Justification: In the box below provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” response
for this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.

D. Opportunities to engage in higher order thinking are present in both the listening and
reading sections of the ELTiS. The listening sections that present classroom dialogue and
texts ask the student to interpret and analyze content meaning. The reading section presents
various text genres, including a poem excerpt. The student is asked to interpret the meaning
of the poem in relationship to the rest of the essay. See example in Form 1, pg. 18-19.
Students also participate is higher order thinking skills that include synthesizing, composing,
comparing, categorizing, and evaluating.
E. Higher order thinking skills are embedded throughout the ELTiS. As stated in part D,
these are especially present in the listening dialogue and reading texts sections of the tests.
Visit the ELTiS website at www.eltistest.com to further explore the development process,
question types, and a sample test.
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IVB. Content Stem
Coverage and Specificity of Example Content Topics
Yes No
✔
A. Do examples cover a wide range of topics typically found in state and local academic
q q
content standards?
✔
q

q

B

Are example topics accessible to English language learners of the targeted level(s) of
English language proficiency?

✔
q

q

C. Are example topics systematically presented throughout the materials?

Justification: In the box below provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes”
response for this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.

A. ELTiS covers a range of topics and language typically found in state and national
standards. The listening portion of the ELTiS is sectioned into topics and language related to
following classroom directions, comprehending mathematical language, understanding
classroom dialogue, and listening and responding to classroom lectures. The reading portion
contains the sections demonstrating vocabulary knowledge, reading a graph, and reading
and responding to academic texts. Before creating ELTiS language content, researchers
studied standards from 13 states including California, Florida, Illinois, New York, North
Carolina, and Texas. They focused on the types of language use requirements that
standards in each academic content area pose for the students, as well as the types of
language learning objectives students are expected to achieve in English as a Second
Language (ESL) classes. In addition, researchers studied and analyzed statewide
achievement tests to understand the language demands students encounter on the tests.
For further details about the test development process visit the website at:
http://www.eltistest.com/research/testdevelopment.php.
B. ELTiS is designed to determine the students' ability to understand academic topics and
language used in secondary school classrooms in the United States. Understanding the
topics and language found in the test are vital requirements for students to succeed in an
English language classroom. Topics are made accessible with instructional scaffolds and
easy to comprehend and equitable testing procedures.
C. Topics are presented systematically throughout the assessment. Each of the four parts of
the listening section present a different type of spoken language. As stated in A, these parts
are following classroom directions, comprehending mathematical language, understanding
classroom dialogue, and listening and responding to classroom lectures. It is administered
using a CD, which includes directions to the students, the listening texts, and the test
questions. The Reading section has three parts that include demonstrating vocabulary
knowledge, reading a graph, and reading and responding to academic texts. Types of
comprehension questions include main idea, details, and vocabulary in context. To read
more about the test blueprint see www.eltistest.com/research/testblueprint.
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Yes

No

✔
q

q

Accessibility to Grade Level Content
D. Is linguistically and developmentally appropriate grade level content present in the
materials?

✔
q

q

E. Is grade level content accessible for the targeted levels of language proficiency?

✔
q

q

F.

Is the grade level content systematically presented throughout the materials?

Justification: In the box below provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes”
response for this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.

D. ELTiS content was developed around language used in secondary classrooms. The scores are used
to evaluate prospective international exchange students' ability to understand spoken and written
language used in secondary classrooms. Content and topics were designed around language found in
high school standards, content specific text books, real world classroom dialogue, and feedback from
teacher focus groups. The test is designed only to identify the students' language proficiency using
academic language content, and not to assess mastery of grade-level academic content.
E. Content is made accessible for the targeted levels of language proficiency throughout ELTiS. Visual,
audio, and reading content is supported with appropriate scaffolds in each section of the test. For
example in the comprehend mathematical language section, the word problem and its solution are
repeated twice. In the reading section, tested vocabulary and other important ideas are highlighted
within the passage for easy access and clear communication of important content.
F. As described in part C, content and topics are presented in reading and listening sections
systematically. Topics found in the listening section test academic language comprehension and
include following classroom directions, comprehending mathematical language, understanding
classroom dialogue, and listening and responding to classroom lectures. The reading portion contains
the sections demonstrating vocabulary knowledge, reading a graph, and reading and responding to
academic texts. Vocabulary is tested in the context of a simple sentence, and within context of an
academic text. In the text comprehension sections, students are presented with graphs and academic
texts from a range of content areas. Question types include main idea, details, and vocabulary in
context. Questions in both the listening and reading sections measure inferential as well as literal
comprehension. See more at www.eltistest.com/research/testblueprint.
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IVC. INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORTS
Sensory Support
Yes No
✔ q
A. Are sensory supports, which may include visual supports, present and varied in the materials?
q
✔
q

q

B. Are sensory supports relevant to concept attainment and presented in a manner that
reinforces communicative goals for the targeted levels of proficiency?

✔
q

q

C. Are sensory supports systematically presented throughout the materials?

Justification: In the box below provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” response for
this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.

A. ELTiS includes a range of sensory supports throughout the assessment. The listening
portion of the test is administered by an audio CD with appropriate pacing and student
friendly pronunciation. The CD contains the directions to the students, the listening texts, and
the test questions. Each question is repeated once, except the mathematical comprehension
section repeats the content twice. Visual supports assist comprehension in the The Following
Classroom Directions section. Easily identifiable illustrations describe the scenario presented
on the CD. In addition, vocabulary and important ideas are highlighted or underlined in the
text comprehension sections. This visual support assists the student as they read, and also
when they return to the text to re-read content in order to answer the questions.
B. The sensory supports used in ELTiS are relevant to concept attainment and always
presented within the context of the language assessments. For example, listening
assessments can include illustrations and audio that repeats complex content.
C. Sensory supports are systematically embedded into the assessment. Each section of the
listening and reading sections are supported where needed. The audio CD administers the
listening test in entirety including the instructions for each section. Reading sections include
context rich supports for vocabulary assessment and visual supports within the texts. Visit the
website to view a practice test which shows the described supports at www.eltistest.com.
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Graphic Support
D. Are graphic supports present and varied in the materials?

Yes

No

✔
q

q

✔
q

q

E. Are graphic supports relevant to concept attainment and presented in a manner that
reinforces communicative goals for the targeted proficiency levels?

✔
q

q

F.

Are graphic supports systematically presented throughout the materials?

Justification: In the box below provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” response
for this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.

D. Graphic supports are found throughout the ELTiS. The reading section Read A Graph,
presents information in a graph or table. The assessment measures students' ability to read
common graphic texts and organizers. The questions ask for the main idea and detail, facts,
comparisons, and sequence. In the Read and Respond to Academic Test section, graphic
supports like underlining vocabulary and important ideas assist comprehension of texts.
Graphics also support the Following Classroom Directions section in the ELTiS listening
section. Students view the illustration, listen to 3 classroom instructions, and choose the
audio that best matches the graphic.
E. Graphic supports used within ELTiS are always used to reinforce content and
communicative goals. No matter if students are interpreting and illustration or analyzing a
graph, graphics are supporting presented content.
F. Graphic supports are presented systematically throughout ELTiS. See the following
examples of supports describes in part D:
Sample test, p. 2-3: Illustrations support the Following Classroom Instructions section.
Sample test, p. 14-15: Students look at a graph and answer questions. One question reads:
What is the main purpose of this graph?
(Options describe four different interpretations of what the graph might show)
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Interactive Support
G. Are interactive supports present and varied in the materials?

Yes

No

✔
q

q

✔
q

q

H. Are interactive supports present and relevant to concept attainment for the targeted
proficiency levels?

✔
q

q

I.

Are interactive supports varied and systematically presented in the materials?

Justification: In the box below provide examples from materials as evidence to support each “yes” response
for this section. Provide descriptions, not just page numbers.

G. ELTiS is a short and interactive assessment. The approximate duration for the listening
test is 25 minutes, and the reading test averages around 45 minutes to complete. Content is
broken up into small sections in both the listening and reading tests, and each section
presents around four questions. Content hugely varies throughout the test from mathematical
language comprehension to interpreting a poem. Students might lack a strong
comprehension in one part, but within a few questions, might find success in the next test
section. The listening portion is administered by an audio CD and includes engaging
classroom dialogues and graphics that depict classroom scenarios. Audio dialogue,
pronunciation, and pacing are true to real classroom conversations. In addition, graphic and
sensory supports are systematically found throughout ELTiS.
H. Audio, graphic, and sensory supports create an interactive assessment that makes
content more accessible to the targeted language proficiency levels. ELTiS covers a
multitude of school related topics using listening, speaking, and written language. Each
language centered assessment utilizes appropriate supports that reinforce the goals of the
test.
I. Interactive supports are varied and systematically presented throughout ELTiS. Visit the
website at www.eltistest.com to view the interactive nature of the practice test, read about
the test development process, and view all the components of the ELTiS.
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Appendix
I.

Performance Definitions – the criteria (linguistic complexity, vocabulary usage, and language control) that shape
each of the six levels of English language proficiency that frame the English language proficiency standards.
IA. Linguistic Complexity – the amount and quality of speech or writing for a given situation
IB. Vocabulary Usage – the specificity of words (from general to technical) or phrases for a given context
IC. Language Control/Conventions – the comprehensibility and understandability of the communication
for a given context

II. English Language Proficiency Standards – the language expectations of English language learners at the end of
their English language acquisition journey across the language domains, the four main subdivisions of language.
IIA. Five WIDA ELP Standards:
1. English language learners communicate for Social and Instructional purposes within the school
setting.
2. English language learners communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for academic
success in the content area of Language Arts.
3. English language learners communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for academic
success in the content area of Mathematics.
4. English language learners communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for academic
success in the content area of Science.
5. English language learners communicate information, ideas, and concepts necessary for academic
success in the content area of Social Studies.
IIB. Domains:
• Listening – process, understand, interpret, and evaluate spoken language in a variety of situations
• Speaking – engage in oral communication in a variety of situations for a variety of audiences
• Reading – process, understand, interpret, and evaluate written language, symbols and text with
understanding and fluency
• Writing – engage in written communication in a variety of situations for a variety of audiences
III. Levels of English Language Proficiency - The five language proficiency levels (1-Entering, 2-Beginning,
3-Developing, 4-Expanding, 5- Bridging) outline the progression of language development in the acquisition of
English. The organization of the standards into strands of Model Performance Indicators (MPIs) illustrates the
continuum of language development.
IIIA. Differentiation – providing instruction in a variety of ways to meet the educational needs of students at
different proficiency levels
IIIB. Scaffolding – building on already acquired skills and knowledge from level to level of language
proficiency based on increased linguistic complexity, vocabulary usage, and language control through
the use of supports.
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IV. Strands of Model Performance Indicators – examples that describe a specific level of English language
proficiency for a language domain. Each Model Performance Indicator has three elements: Language Function,
Content Stem, and Support
IVA. Language Functions – the first of the three elements in model performance indicators indicates how
ELLs are to process and use language to demonstrate their English language proficiency.
• Context – the extent to which language functions are presented comprehensively, socially and
academically in materials
• Higher Order Thinking – cognitive processing that involves learning complex skills such as critical
thinking and problem solving.
IVB. Content Stem – the second element relates the context or backdrop for language interaction within the
classroom. The language focus for the content may be social, instructional or academic depending on
the standard.
IVC. Instructional Support – instructional strategies or tools used to assist students in accessing content
necessary for classroom understanding or communication and to help construct meaning from oral or
written language. Three categories of instructional supports include sensory, graphic and interactive
supports.
• Sensory support – A type of scaffold that facilitates students’ deeper understanding of language or
access to meaning through the visual or other senses.
• Graphic support – A type of scaffold to help students demonstrate their understanding of ideas
and concepts without having to depend on or produce complex and sustained discourse.
• Interactive support – A type of scaffold to help students communicate and facilitate their access
to content, such as working in pairs or groups to confirm prior knowledge, using their native
language to clarify, or incorporating technology into classroom activities.
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